ADMISSION NOTICE: 2013-2014
for
LATERAL ENTRY (2ND YEAR) IN
MASTER OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS (MCA)
(Approved by AICTE, DTE and affiliated to University of Mumbai)
Institution (DTE) Code: 3109

(South Indian Linguistic Minority / Institute Level Seats)

Eligibility Criteria:
1) Maharashtra domiciled South Indian Community (Mother tongue, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam, Tulu & Konkani) for Minority Quota
2) Students from any Community for Institute Level Seats

Approved intake: 13 (for the year 2013-14)

Educational qualification:
1. Candidate should be an Indian National & should possess basic qualification in Computer application, Computer science or Science (IT/Computer) i.e. BCA, BCS or Bachelor of Science (IT/Computer) (min. 50% marks)
2. Appeared and qualified in the Common Entrance Test MAH-MCA-CET 2013

Cost of prospectus & form: Rs. 500/-

Last date for sale and submission of forms: 18th July 2013

A few seats available under Linguistic Minority Quota / Institute Level Seats for 1st year also.